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Abstrat. We onsider the metri unapaitated faility loation prob-lem(UFL). In this paper we modify the (1 + 2=e)-approximation algo-rithm of Chudak and Shmoys to obtain a new (1.6774,1.3738)-approximationalgorithm for the UFL problem. Our linear programing rounding al-gorithm is the �rst one that touhes the approximability limit urve(f ; 1 + 2e�f ) established by Jain et al. As a onsequene, we obtainthe �rst optimal approximation algorithm for instanes dominated byonnetion osts.Our new algorithm - when ombined with a (1.11,1.7764)-approximationalgorithm proposed by Jain, Mahdian and Saberi, and later analyzed byMahdian, Ye and Zhang - gives a 1.5-approximation algorithm for themetri UFL problem. This algorithm improves over the previously bestknown 1.52-approximation algorithm by Mahdian, Ye and Zhang, and ituts the gap with the approximability lower bound by 1/3.The algorithm is also used to improve the approximation ratio for the3-level version of the problem.
1 IntrodutionThe Unapaitated Faility Loation (UFL) problem is de�ned as follows. Weare given a set F of nf failities and a set C of n lients. For every failityi 2 F , there is a nonnegative number fi denoting the opening ost of the faility.Furthermore, for every lient j 2 C and faility i 2 F , there is a onnetion ostij between faility i and lient j. The goal is to open a subset of the failitiesF 0 � F , and onnet eah lient to an open faility so that the total ost isminimized. The UFL problem is NP-omplete, and max SNP-hard (see [8℄). AUFL instane is metri if its onnetion ost funtion satis�es a kind of triangleinequality, namely if ij � ij0 + i0j0 + i0j for any i; i0 2 C and j; j0 2 F .The UFL problem has a rih history starting in the 1960's. The �rst results onapproximation algorithms are due to Cornu�ejols, Fisher, and Nemhauser [7℄ whoonsidered the problem with an objetive funtion of maximizing the \pro�t" of1 Supported by the EU Marie Curie Researh Training Network ADONET, ContratNo MRTN-CT-2003-504438



onneting lients to failities minus the ost of opening failities. They showedthat a greedy algorithm gives an approximation ratio of (1 � 1=e) = 0:632 : : : ,where e is the base of the natural logarithm. For the objetive funtion of min-imizing the sum of onnetion ost and opening ost, Hohbaum [9℄ presenteda greedy algorithm with an O(logn) approximation guarantee, where n is thenumber of lients. The �rst approximation algorithm with onstant approxima-tion ratio for the minimization problem where the onnetion osts satisfy thetriangle inequality, was developed by Shmoys, Tardos, and Aardal [14℄. Severalapproximation algorithms have been proposed for the metri UFL problem afterthat, see for instane [8, 4{6, 15, 10, 12℄. Up to now, the best known approxi-mation ratio was 1:52, obtained by Mahdian, Ye, and Zhang [12℄. Many morealgorithms have been onsidered for the UFL problem and its variants. We referan interested reader to survey papers by Shmoys [13℄ and Vygen [16℄.We will say that an algorithm is a �-approximation algorithm for a mini-mization problem if it omputes, in polynomial time, a solution that is at most� times more expensive than the optimal solution. Spei�ally, for the UFL prob-lem we onsider the notion of bifator approximation studied by Charikar andGuha [4℄. We say that an algorithm is a (�f ,�)-approximation algorithm if thesolution it delivers has total ost at most �f � F � + � � C�, where F � and C�denote, respetively, the faility and the onnetion ost of an optimal solution.Guha and Khuller [8℄ proved by a redution from Set Cover that there isno polynomial time �-approximation algorithm for the metri UFL problemwith � < 1:463, unless NP � DTIME(nlog log n). Sviridenko showed that theapproximation lower bound of 1.463 holds, unless P = NP (see [16℄). Jain etal. [10℄ generalized the argument of Guha and Khuller to show that the existeneof a (�f ,�)-approximation algorithm with � < 1 + 2e��f would imply NP �DTIME(nlog log n).1.1 Our ontributionWe modify the (1+2=e)-approximation algorithm of Chudak [5℄, see also Chudakand Shmoys [6℄, to obtain a new (1.6774,1.3738)-approximation algorithm forthe UFL problem. Our linear programing (LP) rounding algorithm is the �rstone that ahieves an optimal bifator approximation due to the mathing lowerbound of (�f ; 1+2e��f ) established by Jain et al. In fat we obtain an algorithmfor eah point (�f ; 1+2e��f ) suh that �f � 1:6774, whih means that we havean optimal approximation algorithm for instanes dominated by onnetion ost(see Figure 1).Our main tehnique is to modify the support graph orresponding to the LPsolution before lustering, and to use various average distanes in the frationalsolution to bound the ost of the obtained solution. Modifying the solution insuh a way was introdued by Lin and Vitter [11℄ and is alled �ltering. Through-out this paper we will use the name sparsening tehnique for the ombination of�ltering with our new analysis.One ould view our ontribution as an improved analysis of a minor modi�-ation of the algorithm by Sviridenko [15℄, whih also introdues �ltering to the



Fig. 1. Bifator approximation piture. The gray area orresponds to the improvementdue to our algorithm.
algorithm of Chudak and Shmoys. The �ltering proess that is used both in ouralgorithm and in the algorithm by Sviridenko is relatively easy to desribe, butthe analysis of the impat of this tehnique on the quality of the obtained solu-tion is quite involved in eah ase. Therefore, we prefer to state our algorithmas an appliation of the sparsening tehnique to the algorithm of Chudak andShmoys, whih in our opinion is relatively easy do desribe and analyze.The motivation for the sparsening tehnique is the \irregularity" of instanesthat are potentially tight for the original algorithm of Chudak and Shmoys. Wepropose a way of measuring and ontrolling this irregularity. In fat our luster-ing is the same as the one used by Sviridenko in his 1.58-approximation algo-rithm [15℄, but we ontinue our algorithm in the spirit of Chudak and Shmoys'algorithm, whih leads to an improved bifator approximation guaranty.Our new algorithm may be ombined with the (1.11, 1.7764)-approximationalgorithm of Jain et al. to obtain a 1.5-approximation algorithm for the UFLproblem. This is an improvement over the previously best known 1.52-approximationalgorithm of Mahdian et al., and it uts of a 1/3 of the gap with the approxi-mation lower bound by Guha and Khuler [8℄.We also note that the new (1.6774,1.3738)-approximation algorithm may beused to improve the approximation ratio for the 3-level version of the UFLproblem to 2.492.



2 PreliminariesWe will review the onept of LP-rounding algorithms for the metri UFL prob-lem. These are algorithms that �rst solve the linear relaxation of a given integerprograming (IP) formulation of the problem, and then round the frational so-lution to produe an integral solution with a value not too muh higher thanthe starting frational solution. Sine the optimal frational solution is at mostas expensive as an optimal integral solution, we obtain an estimation of theapproximation fator.
2.1 IP formulation and relaxationThe UFL problem has a natural formulation as the following integer program-ming problem.minimize Pi2F ;j2C ijxij +Pi2F fiyisubjet toPi2F xij = 1 for all j 2 C (1)xij � yi � 0 for all i 2 F ; j 2 C (2)xij ; yi 2 f0; 1g for all i 2 F ; j 2 C (3)A linear relaxation of this IP formulation is obtained by replaing Condition(3) by the ondition xij � 0 for all i 2 F ; j 2 C . The value of the solution to thisLP relaxation will serve as a lower bound for the ost of the optimal solution.We will also make use of the following dual formulation of this LP.maximize Pj2C vjsubjet toPj2C wij � fi for all i 2 F (4)vj � wij � ij for all i 2 F ; j 2 C (5)wij � 0 for all i 2 F ; j 2 C (6)
2.2 ClusteringThe �rst onstant fator approximation algorithm for the metri UFL problem byShmoys et al., but also the algorithms by Chudak and Shmoys, and by Sviridenkoare based on the following lustering proedure. Suppose we are given an optimalsolution to the LP relaxation of our problem. Consider the bipartite graph Gwith verties being the failities and the lients of the instane, and where thereis an edge between a lient j and a faility i if the orresponding variable xij inthe optimal solution to the LP relaxation is positive. We all G a support graphof the LP solution. If two lients are both adjaent to the same faility in graphG, we will say that they are neighbors in G.The lustering of this graph is a partitioning of lients into lusters togetherwith a hoie of a leading lient for eah of the lusters. This leading lientis alled a luster enter. Additionally we require that no two luster enters
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Fig. 2. A luster. If we make sure that at least one faility is open around a lusterenter j0 , then any other lient j from the luster may use this faility. Beause theonnetion osts are assumed to be metri, the distane to this faility is at most thelength of the shortest path from j to the open faility.
are neighbors in the support graph. This property helps us to open one of theadjaent failities for eah luster enter. Formally we will say that a lusteringis a funtion g : C ! C that assigns eah lient to the enter of his luster. Fora piture of a luster see Figure 2.All the above mentioned algorithms use the following proedure to obtain thelustering. While not all the lients are lustered, hoose greedily a new lusterenter j, and build a luster from j and all the neighbors of j that are notyet lustered. Obviously the outome of this proedure is a proper lustering.Moreover, it has a desired property that lients are lose to their luster enters.Eah of the mentioned LP-rounding algorithms uses a di�erent greedy riterionfor hoosing new luster enters. In our algorithm we will use the lustering withthe greedy riterion of Sviridenko [15℄.
2.3 Saling and greedy augmentationThe tehniques desribed here are not diretly used by our algorithm, but theyhelp to explain why the algorithm of Chudak and Shmoys is lose to optimal.We will disuss how saling faility opening osts before running an algorithm,together with another tehnique alled greedy augmentation may help to balanethe analysis of an approximation algorithm for the UFL problem.The greedy augmentation tehnique introdued by Guha and Khuller [8℄ (seealso [4℄) is the following. Consider an instane of the metri UFL problem and afeasible solution. For eah faility i 2 F that is not opened in this solution, we



may ompute the impat of opening faility i on the total ost of the solution, alsoalled the gain of opening i, denoted by gi. The greedy augmentation proedure,while there is a faility i with positive gain gi, opens a faility i0 that maximizesthe ratio of saved ost to the faility opening ost gifi , and updates values of gi.The proedure terminates when there is no faility whose opening would dereasethe total ost.Suppose we are given an approximation algorithm A for the metri UFLproblem and a real number Æ � 1. Consider the following algorithm SÆ(A).1. sale up all faility opening osts by a fator Æ;2. run algorithm A on the modi�ed instane;3. sale bak the opening osts;4. run the greedy augmentation proedure.Following the analysis of Mahdian, Ye, and Zhang [12℄ one may prove thefollowing lemma.Lemma 1. Suppose A is a (�f ,�)-approximation algorithm for the metri UFLproblem, then SÆ(A) is a (�f + ln(Æ),1+ ��1Æ )-approximation algorithm for thisproblem.This method may be applied to balane an (�f ,�)-approximation algorithmwith �f << �. However, our 1.5-approximation algorithm is balaned di�er-ently. It is a omposition of two algorithms that have opposite imbalanes.
3 Sparsening the graph of the frational solutionIn this setion we desribe a tehnique that we use to ontrol the expetedonnetion ost of the obtained solution. It is based on modifying a frationalsolution in a way introdued by Lin and Vitter [11℄ and alled �ltering.The �ltering tehnique has been suessfully applied to the faility loationproblem, also in the algorithms of Shmoys, Tardos, and Aardal [14℄ and of Sviri-denko [15℄. We will give an alternative analysis of what is the e�et of applying�ltering on a frational solution to the LP relaxation of the UFL problem.Suppose that for a given UFL instane we have solved its LP relaxation, andthat we have an optimal primal solution (x�; y�) and the orresponding optimaldual solution (v�; w�). Suh a frational solution has faility ost F � =Pi2F fiy�iand onnetion ost C� =Pi2F ;j2C ijx�ij . Eah lient j has its share vj of thetotal ost. This ost may again be divided into a lient's frational onnetionost C�j =Pi2F ijx�ij , and his frational faility ost F �j = v�j � C�j .3.1 Motivation and intuitionThe idea behind the sparsening tehnique is to make use of some irregularitiesof an instane if they our. We all an instane regular if the failities thatfrationally serve a lient j are all at the same distane from j. For suh an



instane the algorithm of Chudak and Shmoys produes a solution whose ost isbounded by F � + (1 + 2e )C�, whih also follows from our analysis in Setion 4.It remains to use the tehnique desribed in setion 2.3 to obtain an optimal1:463 : : :-approximation algorithm for suh regular instanes.The instanes that are not regular are alled irregular. DiÆult to understandare the irregular instanes. In frational solutions for these instanes partiularlients are frationally served by failities at di�erent distanes. Our approahis to divide failities serving a lient into two groups, namely lose and distantfailities. We will remove links to distant failities before the lustering step, sothat if there are irregularities, distanes to luster enters should derease.We measure the loal irregularity of an instane by omparing a frationalonnetion ost of a lient to the average distane to his distant failities. Inthe ase of a regular instane, the sparsening tehnique gives the same resultsas tehnique desribed in setion 2.3, but for irregular instanes sparsening alsotakes some advantage of the irregularity.3.2 DetailsWe will start by modifying the primal optimal frational solution (x�; y�) bysaling the y-variables by a onstant  > 1 to obtain a suboptimal frationalsolution (x�;  �y�). Now suppose that the y-variables are �xed, but that we nowhave a freedom to hange the x-variables in order to minimize the total ost.For eah lient j we hange the orresponding x-variables so that he uses hislosest failities in the following way. We hoose an ordering of failities withnondereasing distanes to lient j. We onnet lient j to the �rst failities inthe ordering so that among failities frationally serving j only the latest onein the hosen ordering may be opened more then it serves j. Formally, for anyfailities i and i0 suh that i0 is later in the ordering, if xij < yi then xi0j = 0.Without loss of generality, we may assume that this solution is omplete (i.e.there are no i 2 F ; j 2 C suh that 0 < xij < yi). Otherwise we may split failitiesto obtain an equivalent instane with a omplete solution - see [15℄[Lemma 1℄for a more detailed argument.Let (x; y) denote the obtained omplete solution. For a lient j we say thata faility i is one of his lose failities if it frationally serves lient j in (x; y). Ifxij = 0, but faility i was serving lient j in solution (x�; y�), then we say, thati is a distant faility of lient j.De�nition 1. Letr(j) = ( �1Pi2fi2Fjxij=0g ijx�ij�C�jF�j for F �j > 00 for F �j = 0:The value r(j) is a measure of the irregularity of the instane around lientj. It is the average distane to a distant faility minus the frational onnetionost C�j (C�j is the general average distane to both lose and distant failities)divided by the frational faility ost of a lient j; or it is equal 0 if F �j = 0.
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Fig. 3. Distanes to failities serving lient j; the width of a retangle orrespondingto faility i is equal to x�ij . Figure explains the meaning of r(j).
Observe, that r(j) takes values between 0 and 1. r(j) = 0 means that lient jis served in the solution (x�; y�) by failities that are all at the same distane.In the ase of r(j) = 1 the failities are at di�erent distanes and the distantfailities are all so far from j that j is not willing to ontribute to their opening.In fat, for lients j with F �j = 0 the value of r(j) is not relevant for our analysis.To get some more intuition for the F �j and r(j) values, imagine that youknow F �j and C�j , but the adversary is onstruting the frational solution and hedeided about distanes to partiular failities frationally serving lient j. Oneould interpret F �j as a measure of freedom the adversary has when he hoosesthose distanes. In this language, r(j) is a measure of what fration of thisfreedom is used to make distant failities more distant than average failities.Let r0(j) = r(j) � ( � 1). For lient j with F �j > 0 we have r0(j) =C�j�Pi2F ijxijF�j whih is the frational onnetion ost minus the average distaneto a lose faility, divided by the frational faility ost of a lient j.Observe, that for every lient j the following hold (see Figure 3):{ his average distane to a lose faility equals DCav(j) = C�j � r0(j) � F �j ,{ his average distane to a distant faility equals DDav(j) = C�j + r(j) � F �j ,



{ his maximal distane to a lose faility is at most the average distane to adistant faility, DCmax(j) � DDav(j) = C�j + r(j) � F �j .Consider the bipartite graph G obtained from the solution (x; y), where eahlient is diretly onneted to his lose failities. We will greedily luster thisgraph in eah round hoosing the luster enter to be an unlustered lient jwith the minimal value of DCav(j) + DCmax(j). In this lustering, eah lusterenter has a minimal value of DCav(j) +DCmax(j) among lients in his luster.
4 Our new algorithmConsider the following algorithm A1():1. Solve the LP relaxation of the problem to obtain a solution (x�; y�).2. Sale up the value of the faility opening variables y by a onstant  > 1,then hange the value of the x-variables so as to use the losest possiblefrationally open failities (see Setion 3.2).3. If neessary, split failities to obtain a omplete solution (x; y).4. Compute a greedy lustering for the solution (x; y), hoosing as luster en-ters unlustered lients minimizing DCav(j) +DCmax(j).5. For every luster enter j, open one of his lose failities randomly withprobabilities xij .6. For eah faility i that is not a lose faility of any luster enter, open itindependently with probability yi.7. Connet eah lient to an open faility that is losest to him.In the analysis of this algorithm we will use the following result:Lemma 2. Given n independent events e1; e2; : : : ; en that our with probabil-ities p1; p2; : : : ; pn respetively, the event e1 [ e2 [ : : : [ en (i.e. at least one ofei) ours with probability at least 1 � 1ePni=1 pi , where e denotes the base of thenatural logarithm.Theorem 1. Algorithm A1( = 1:67736) produes a solution with expeted ostE[ost(SOL)℄ � 1:67736 � F � + 1:37374 � C�.Proof. The expeted faility opening ost of the solution isE[FSOL℄ =Pi2F fiyi =  �Pi2F fiy�i =  � F �.To bound the expeted onnetion ost we show that for eah lient j thereis an open faility within a ertain distane with a ertain probability. If j is aluster enter, one of his lose failities is open and the expeted distane to thisopen faility is DCav(j) = C�j � r0(j) � F �j .If j is not a luster enter, he �rst onsiders his lose failities (see Figure 4).If any of them is open, the expeted distane to the losest open faility is atmost DCav(j). From Lemma 2, with probability p � (1 � 1e ), at least one losefaility is open.
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Fig. 4. Failities that lient j may onsider: his lose failities, distant failities, andlose failities of luster enter j0.
Suppose none of the lose failities of j is open, but at least one of hisdistant failities is open. Let pd denote the probability of this event. The expeteddistane to the losest faility is then at most DDav(j).If neither any lose nor any distant faility of lient j is open, then he onnetshimself to the faility serving his luster enter g(j) = j0. Again from Lemma 2,suh an event happens with probability ps � 1e . In the following we will showthat if  < 2 then the expeted distane from j to the faility serving j0 is atmost DDav(j) + DCmax(j0) + DCav(j0). Let Cj (Dj) be the set of lose (distant)failities of j. For any set of failities X � F , let d(j;X) denote the weightedaverage distane from j to i 2 X (with values of opening variables yi as weights).If the distane between j and j0 is at most DDav(j) + DCav(j0), then the re-maining DCmax(j0) is enough for the distane from j0 to any of his lose failities.Suppose now that the distane between j and j0 is bigger than DDav(j)+DCav(j0)(*). We will bound d(j0; Cj0 n (Cj [Dj)), the average distane from luster enterj0 to his lose failities that are neither lose nor distant failities of j (sinethe expeted onnetion ost that we ompute is on the ondition that j wasnot served diretly). The assumption(*) implies that d(j0; Cj \ Cj0) > DCav(j0).Therefore, if d(j0;Dj \ Cj0) � DCav(j0), then d(j0;Dj n (Cj [ Dj)) � DCav(j0) andthe total distane from j is small enough.The remaining ase is that d(j0;Dj \ Cj0) = DCav(j0) � z for some positivez (**). Let ŷ = Pi2(Cj0\Dj) yi be the total frational opening of failities inCj0 [ Dj in the modi�ed frational solution (x; y). From (*) we onlude, thatd(j;Dj \ Cj0) � DDav(j) + z, whih implies d(j;Dj n Cj0) � DDav(j)� z � ŷ�1�ŷ(note that (**) implies (Dj n Cj0) 6= ; and  � 1� ŷ > 0), heneDCmax(j) � DDav(j)� z � ŷ�1�ŷ . Combining this with assumption (*) we onludethat the minimal distane from j0 to a faility in Cj \ Cj0 is at leastDDav(j) +DCav(j0)�DCmax(j) � DCav(j0) + z � ŷ�1�ŷ .



Fig. 5. Figure presents performane of our algorithm for di�erent values of parameter. The solid line orresponds to regular instanes with r(j) = 0 for all j and itoinides with the approximability lower bound urve. The dashed line orrespondsto instanes with r(j) = 1 for all j. For a partiular hoie of  we get a horizontalsegment onneting those two urves; for  � 1:67736 the segment beomes a singlepoint. Observe that for instanes dominated by onnetion ost only a regular instanemay be tight for the lower bound.
Assumption (**) implies d(j0; Cj0 n Dj) = DCav(j0) + z � ŷ1�ŷ .Conluding, if  < 2 then d(j0; Cj0 n (Dj [ Cj)) � DCav(j0) + z � ŷ�1�ŷ .Therefore, the expeted onnetion ost from j to a faility in Cj0 n (Dj [ Cj) isat most DCmax(j) +DCmax(j0) + d(j0; Cj0 n (Dj [ Cj))� DDav(j)� z � ŷ�1�ŷ +DCmax(j0) +DCav(j0) + z � ŷ�1�ŷ= DDav(j) +DCmax(j0) +DDav(j0):Putting all the ases together, the expeted total onnetion ost isE[CSOL℄ �Pj2C �p �DCav(j) + pd �DDav(j) + ps � (DDav(j) +DCmax(j0) +DCav(j0))��Pj2C �(p + ps) �DCav(j) + (pd + 2ps) �DDav(j)�=Pj2C �(p + ps) � (C�j � r0(j) � F �j ) + (pd + 2ps) � (C�j + r(j) � F �j )�= ((p + pd + ps) + 2ps) � C�+Pj2C �(p + ps) � (�r(j) � ( � 1) � F �j ) + (pd + 2ps) � (r(j) � F �j )�= (1 + 2ps) � C� +Pj2C �F �j � r(j) � (pd + 2ps � ( � 1) � (p + ps))�� (1 + 2e ) � C� +Pj2C �F �j � r(j) � ( 1e + 1e � ( � 1) � (1� 1e + 1e ))�.By setting  = 0 � 1:67736 suh that 1e + 1e0 � (0 � 1) � (1� 1e + 1e0 ) = 0,we obtain E[CSOL℄ � (1 + 2e0 ) � C� � 1:37374 � C�. utThe algorithm A1 with  = 1 + � (for a suÆiently small positive �) isessentially the algorithm of Chudak and Shmoys.



5 The 1.5-approximation algorithmIn this setion we will ombine our algorithm with an earlier algorithm of Jainet al. to obtain an 1.5-approximation algorithm for the metri UFL problem.In 2002 Jain, Mahdian and Saberi [10℄ proposed a primal-dual approximationalgorithm (the JMS algorithm). Using a dual �tting approah they have shownthat it is a 1.61-approximation algorithm. In a later work of Mahdian, Ye andZhang [12℄ the following was proven.Lemma 3 ([12℄). The ost of a solution produed by the JMS algorithm is atmost 1:11 � F � + 1:7764 � C�, where F � and C� are faility and onnetionosts in an optimal solution to the linear relaxation of the problem.Theorem 2. Consider the solutions obtained with the A1 and JMS algorithms.The heaper of them is expeted to have a ost at most 1:5 times the ost of theoptimal frational solution.Proof. Consider the algorithm A2 that with probability p = 0:313 runs theJMS algorithm and with probability 1� p runs the A1 algorithm. Suppose thatyou are given an instane, and F � and C� are faility and onnetion osts inan optimal solution to the linear relaxation of the problem for this instane.Consider the expeted ost of the solution produed by algorithm A2 for thisinstane. E[ost℄ � p�(1:11�F �+1:7764�C�)+(1�p)�(1:67736�F �+1:37374�C�) =1:4998 � F � + 1:4998 � C� < 1:5 � (F � + C�) � 1:5 �OPT: utInstead of the JMS algorithm we ould take the algorithm of Mahdian etal. [12℄ - the MYZ(Æ) algorithm that sales the faility osts by Æ, runs the JMSalgorithms, sales bak the faility osts and �nally runs the greedy augmen-tation proedure. With a notation introdued in Setion 2.3, the MYZ(Æ) algo-rithm is the SÆ(JMS) algorithm. The MYZ(1.504) algorithm was proven [12℄to be a 1.52-approximation algorithm for the metri UFL problem. We mayhange the value of Æ in the original analysis to observe that MYZ(1.1) is a(1.2053,1.7058)-approximation algorithm. This algorithm ombined with our A1(1.67736,1.37374)-approximation algorithm gives a 1.4991-approximation algo-rithm, whih is even better than just using JMS and A1, but it gets more om-pliated and the additional improvement is tiny.
6 Multilevel faility loationIn the k-level faility loation problem the lients need to be onneted to openfailities on the �rst level, and eah open faility ,exept on the last, k-th level,needs to be onneted to an open faility on the next level. Aardal, Chudak,and Shmoys [1℄ gave a 3-approximation algorithm for the k-level problem witharbitrary k. Ageev, Ye, and Zhang [2℄ proposed a redution of a k-level problemto a (k � 1)-level and a 1-level problem, whih results in a reursive algorithm.This algorithm uses an approximation algorithm for the single level problem and



has a better approximation ratio, but only for instanes with small k. Using ournew (1.67736,1.37374)-approximation algorithm instead of the JMS algorithmwithin this framework improves approximation for eah level. In partiular, inthe limit as k tends to 1 we get 3.236-approximation whih is the best possiblefor this onstrution.By a slightly di�erent method, Zhang [17℄ obtained a 1.77-approximationalgorithm for the 2-level problem. By reduing to a problem with smaller numberof levels, he obtained 2.523 1 and 2.81 approximation algorithms for the 3-leveland the 4-level version of the problem. If we modi�y the algorithm by Zhang forthe 3-level problem, and use the new (1.67736,1.37374)-approximation algorithmfor the single level part, we obtain a 2.492-approximation, whih improves onthe previously best known approximation by Zhang. Note, that for k > 4 thebest known approximation fator is still due to Aardal et al. [1℄.
7 Conluding remarks
The presented algorithm was desribed as a proedure of rounding a partiu-lar frational solution to the LP relaxation of the problem. In the presentedanalysis we ompared the ost of the obtained solution with the ost of thestarting frational solution. If we appropriately sale the ost funtion in the LPrelaxation before solving the relaxation, we easily obtain an algorithm with abifator approximation guaranty in a stronger sense. Namely, we get a ompar-ison of the produed solution with any feasible solution to the LP relaxation ofthe problem. Suh a stronger guaranty was, however, not neessary to onstrutthe 1.5-approximation algorithm for the metri UFL problem.With the 1.52-approximation algorithm of Mahdian et al. it was not learfor the authors if a better analysis of the algorithm ould lose the gap with theapproximation lower bound of 1.463 by Guha and Khuler. Byrka and Aardal [3℄have reently given a negative answer to this question by onstruting instanesthat are hard for the MYZ algorithm. Similarly, we now do not know if our newalgorithm A1() ould be analyzed better to lose the gap. Constrution of hardinstanes for our algorithm remains an open problem.The tehnique desribed in Setion 2.3 enables to move the bifator approxi-mation guaranty of an algorithm along the approximability lower bound of Jainet al. (see Figure 1) towards higher faility opening osts. If we developed atehnique to move the analysis in the opposite diretion, together with our newalgorithm, it would imply losing the approximability gap for the metri UFLproblem. It seems that with suh an approah we would have to fae the diÆultyof analyzing an algorithm that loses some of the previously opened failities.1 This value deviates slightly from the value 2.51 given in the paper. The originalargument ontained a minor alulation error
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